
Webwork – to add or change a figure in a problem (same start as edit old problem) 

Go the the Hmwk sets editor page 

 

Click on the number in the Edit problems column for the problem set you want 

 

This brings up the Set Detail page for the problem set of interest 



 

I usually click the “render all” button so I can see all the problems, but if you know which 
problem you want to edit and don’t need a reminder of what it looks like, you can click on the 
edit button (pencil) and go directly to the editor. The next screenshot shows the rendered page.  

 

In this case, we want to insert a figure in the solution to better show the limits of integration. To 
show the solution, click on the Solution: link at the end of the problem statement. Now we have 



 

We want to insert a figure in the place indicated on the solution. Let us assume we have the 
figure created. Always use a *.png format. The figure has the file name 

ece514_hw05_prob2a_fig.png 

We need to put it into the folder that contains the problem and edit the problem to insert the 
command to display the image. Let’s edit the problem first.  

Click on the edit icon for the problem. This gives  



 

Note the file name of the problem shows at the top right. This gives the path of the folder for the 
problem: TMPL]/local/ECE514/Papoulis_4ed_Chapter_6/    

We will use this when we upload the figure to Webwork.  

Now, scroll down to the solution block and edit the point to insert the display command for the 
image macro.  



 

The image macro is called by  

\{ image( " ece514_hw05_prob2a_fig.png" , width=>300, height=>300, ) \}   



 

Click “Update” 

Click “Take Action” 

At this point, The problem will render but without a figure. You’ll get an error since the figure 
file is not in the folder with the problem. You’ll see something like  

auxiliary file ece514_hw05_prob2a.png missing resource path 

 

Now, we’ll use the File Manager to upload the file. Click on File manager in the left hand 
menu. This show the files in the highest folder, the templates folder [TMPL] in the Webwork 
path. We need to go to local/ECE514/Papoulis_4ed_Chapter_6 

 

Double Click on local/  in the file/folder list 



 

This brings up the \local folder list. Double Click on ECE514/, then double click on 
Papoulis_4ed_Chapter_6/. This takes you to the folder in which to upload the figure file.  

Click the browse button and locate and select the file ece514_hw05_prob2a_fig.png 

Click Upload 

The list will show the new file in the folder 



 

Return to the problem editor and click Update and Take Action. Now the problem will render 
without error.  

You’ll need to click the Solution: link to view the figure.  

 

 

 

 

Repeat of saving problem for Export is the same as discussed in that instruction file:  

Instructions_editing_problem_in_old_sets 



The problem is now ready for the students. However, there is one more step that needs to be 
done to save to the new file to Webwork archives. Go back to the Webwork Hmwk Sets Editor 
page and click the “Export” tab.  

 

Verify that Export which sets? Is set to visible sets. Then click “take action.”  This will show that 
Webwork is setting to export visible sets – note the green line 



 

 

You need to click “Take Action” one more time to complete the export operation! This 
updates the *.def files in the Webwork archive. Do not omit this action! You may lose your 
edits, not for this semester but for the next semester, if you create a new archive without 
completing the export. This gives  



 

 

 

 


